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Foreword

Collectors tend to share a lot of qualities. That’s probably no surprise. The same can be said of those who 

populate the same professional fields. Collectors, however, are driven. They are driven by a powerful 

and often all-consuming love for a particular subject. virtually all the ones I’ve encountered can narrow 

the birth of their particular interest to one incident in their lives. From that moment on, it becomes their passion.  

Tom Fontaine, of Indianapolis, Indiana, (a fact of which he is particularly proud) is a truly passionate collector. 

his love of cinema, television and, above all, rock and roll, has propelled him to assemble one of the most impressive 

personal collections I’ve ever encountered. one thing that sets Tom apart from many other great collectors is his 

ability to locate items. Many of the pieces he’s collected came through building relationships with the participants of 

historic cultural events. That’s no easy feat. It takes clear honesty and a lack of guile to eliminate the sort of suspicion 

that many collectors face. 

As you survey this book and take in the all the pieces that Tom has lovingly collected over the years, I hope you’ll 

enjoy this collection as much I did the when I saw it in person. 

 

howard Kramer 

Writer, historian and former Curatorial director of the Rock and Roll hall of Fame and Museum
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I n t R o D U C t I o n

From The Beginning

I became a collector in 1963. My collecting started 

on a small scale and very innocently since I was 

only five years old, but I always had a gift and 

the passion for knowing what was collectible. I con-

tinued collecting throughout my school years, into 

my teens, and beyond. Then, in the ‘80s, I seriously 

started branching out into autographs, contracts, 

personally owned items, stage clothing, and lyrics. I 

concentrated primarily in the music world, but also 

collected movie memorabilia. 

My collection has become quite extensive, and 

includes items from a broad spectrum of entertain-

ers, as you will see as you read this book. I have been 

fortunate and honored to be a collector during the past 

50 years. 

I have always been an extremely careful collector. In addition to a life-

time of research, education, sound judgment, and common sense, I relied 

on the provenance and stories that came along with the items I purchased. 

I made it a priority to obtain, in writing, the history or circumstances sur-

rounding the acquisition, event dates, autograph analysis, etc., and to estab-

lish the authenticity of each item. 

I have also provided instructional information, including a published 

study of The beatles’ autographs, to others who collect. I have received many 

emails from collectors thanking me for this extremely 

valuable tool, which provides a guide to make their 

collecting successful. 

during the last several years, I decided to share 

part of my collection by exhibiting at venues in sev-

eral cities in the Midwest United States. I really enjoy 

sharing the history and stories of my collection with 

others. I came to realize that with all of those memo-

ries, experiences, and the accolades I have received 

as a collector, not to mention the enormous num-

ber of items I have been fortunate to own previously 

and currently, it made sense for me to document the 

history. 

This revelation led me to write this book. It truly 

represents my life’s work, and is comprised of personal stories, pictures, and 

events that took place during the last 50 years — from my childhood to 

adulthood. I hope you will enjoy reading it. 

The content of this book is organized in chapters, some beginning with 

a personal story pertaining to the subject or artists covered in that chapter. 

The Collection sections contain the list of the items I currently own along 

with a brief description of each. Some entries also include a small image. 

A bullet symbol designates each listing. Also note that the units for mea-

surement of photos, documents and posters are in inches unless otherwise 

specified.

TOMMY FONTAINE
“A Collector is born”
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Concluding each category are Feature items from the collection, which 

include highlights and a more thorough description of the item and/or art-

ist through text, documentation, and images. I have also included an inter-

view I gave on december 12-13, 2014, an archive chapter featuring items I 

previously owned, and a special tribute to my family in pictures, since they 

have supported me from the beginning with my collecting adventures. 

There are more than 1800 items in this collection that include, Multiple 

Items and are listed in some form in this book. I have enjoyed being the 

caretaker of this one-of-a-kind collection for the last 50 years, but have 

decided that it’s time for another to take the reins and shepherd these his-

torical artifacts on the next leg of their journey.

All the best,

Tom Fontaine
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t h e  B e A t L e s

Day of Discovery

In the summer of 1964, while enjoying my vacation from school, a 

gust of wind changed my life. Summer rains are to be expected in 

Indianapolis, but on this particular day, the storm came in unusually 

fast and strong. I ran inside to seek shelter, leaving the back door ajar so I 

could watch the storm from a distance. 

Peeking out from the kitchen, I saw my neighbor, Karen Ryza, and her 

friend running home to avoid the storm. before the two girls reached the 

house, the wind blew every card out of Karen’s hands. In her haste, Karen 

kept running and left behind the confetti of cards she had clung to moments 

before. A downpour immediately squashed my instinct to run out and see 

what had been dropped. The rain may have delayed the treasure hunt, but 

the curious card collector in me kept the quest alive. 

It took a few trips to gather the lot because the cards would have stuck 

together if I’d stacked them. I couldn’t risk ruining the gems I had so 

patiently waited to pick up — that would have defeated the purpose. Upon 

inspection, I found that each card had a black and white photo on the front 

and some text on the back. examining the four-member band in the pho-

tograph, I honed in on the drumhead detailed on the cards. It read “The 

beatles.” This was my first personal beatles discovery. 

I carefully dried the cards, laying them on the air duct register in my 

house. once they dried, I showed them to my mom, who was an early sup-

porter of my collecting tendencies. She suggested that I go with her to my 

Uncle Johnny’s grocery store on Saturday to see if he could identify the 

cards and see if he stocked them in his store. I was excited to see if he car-

ried them, and my anticipation for Saturday grew throughout the week. 

When the day finally arrived, I 

asked in a young, innocent voice, 

“Uncle Johnny, do you know what 

these are?” 

In a deep, guttural tone he 

responded, “yes. They are those 

darned beatles cards.” 

“do you carry them?” I asked. 

“I have to. The girls come in for them all the time.” 

And then, without hesitation, my Uncle grabbed five packs of cards and 

put them in our grocery bag. I excitedly took them home, preserving each 

wrapper as methodically as the cards inside. After all, the wrappers had 

images on them too, and were therefore an extension of the pack as far as I 
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was concerned. The highlight of that summer became trips to the gro-

cery with my mother, because each time we visited, Uncle Johnny casually 

tossed a few packs into our bag. 

eventually, there was a different wrapper and the cards inside were in 

color. despite the change in card design, the thrill of collecting remained the 

same ceremonious unveilings of John, Paul, george and Ringo. McCord’s 

drugstore in my neighborhood can also be credited with fueling my ever-

growing card collection with both baseball and beatles packs. Thanks to 

these sources, I amassed quite the collection by the end of that summer. 

Although I was too young to attend the two beatles’ concerts in 

Indianapolis on September 3, 1964, I did not miss the Our Fair Beatles 

special on WISh Tv Channel 8. The concert was scheduled during our 

Indiana State Fair, and they performed at both the Coliseum and the 

grandstand. Indy was one of the first cities to make a local film documen-

tary of The beatles’ stay and performance. There are many stories I could 

tell about how I collected The beatles over the last 50 years, but you only 

need to see this collection to conclude that I never stopped. That stormy 

gust of scattered beatles cards led me to collect signed items, handwritten 

lyrics and eventually personally owned items. It has been quite a journey.  

Thank-you John, Paul, george, and Ringo for being a major part of my life 

and for your momentous role in my days of discovery.
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t h e  B e A t L e s  C o L L e C t I o n
•	 The	British	 television	 program	Thank Your 

Lucky Stars original hand-painted camera 
card, used for the opening of the show. The 
card is autographed by all four beatles. This 
is the only item to surface from this particu-
lar appearance in 1963, as the film was lost 
and to this day has never surfaced (below).

•	 Autograph	book	containing	signatures	from	
The	Beatles	New	Zealand	tour	in	1964.	The	
book has been autographed by John lennon, 
Paul McCartney (signed twice), george 
harrison, Ringo Starr, The beatles’ Manager, 
brian epstein; Road Manager, Mal evans; 
Cynthia lennon, Pattie boyd (george’s then-
girlfriend, signed twice), Jane Asher (Paul’s 
girlfriend, signed twice), Jimmie nichol, 
replacement drummer for Ringo while he 
had his tonsils removed (rare), and british 
singing duo, Peter and gordon.

•	 A	 script	 for	The Morecomb and Wise Show 
from december 1963, which has been auto-
graphed on the front page by all four beatles. 
In addition to performing their hits, they 
also performed in jest, On Moonlight Bay, 
with the hosts of the show. 

•	 A	 schoolbook	notepad	 that	has	been	made	
into an autograph book, autographed on 

a page by all four early beatles in March of 
1962. John lennon, Paul McCartney, george 
harrison and Pete best have all signed. All 
have added love and kisses symbols. other 
artists, including Cliff Richard, have also 
signed the book.

•	 A	set	of	 shirts	owned	and	worn	by	all	 four	
beatles. The shirts were obtained in Seattle 
from their stay at the edgewater hotel in 
August 1964. detailed letters of the history 
of the shirts and how they were obtained are 
included, along with original newspaper clip-
pings from Seattle about The beatles appear-
ance there. The shirts are accompanied by 
John lennon’s In His Own Write book with 
handwriting by a fan that attended the con-
cert. on the inside cover of the book she 
has written the songs they performed and 
attached the ticket stub next to the list. 

•	 A	set	of	original	11	x	14	concert	photos	taken	
directly from the negatives picturing The 
beatles performing at the hollywood bowl 
in August 1964 (below).

•	 Two	16	x	20	photo	proof	boards	from	Peter 
Kay Photography of The beatles’ first photo 
session with Ringo Starr after he replaced 
Pete best in August 1962. The Peter Kay (PK) 
stamp is on the back of the boards. Photos 
also include beatles manager brian epstein.

•	 A	 set	 of	 original	 11	 x	 14	 photos	 of	 The	
beatles, which were taken from the nega-
tives. Made while filming their promotional 
films, Strawberry Fields and Penny Lane in 
1967.

•	 The	 Beatles	 autographed	 1966	 U.S.	 tour	
program obtained by journalist Marilyn 
Doerfler,	 who	 worked	 for	Datebook maga-
zine and accompanied the beatles on all three 
of their United States tours. The beatles have 
dedicated the book to Marilyn. Additional 
artwork by John and george is included on 
their respective signed pages.

•	 Signatures	 of	 John	 Lennon	 and	 Paul	
McCartney obtained on album pages in 1969 
during the time they were recording Abbey 
Road. The signatures of any of The beatles 
were difficult to obtain during this time, as 
they were not touring and were working only 
in the studio. A nice letter from the recipient 
accompanies.

•	 Sid	Bernstein	Associates original advertise-
ment proof sheet promoting The beatles 
concert at Shea Stadium in 1965. bernstein 
promoted the concert. 

•	 Original	16	x	20	photo	of	The	Beatles	from	
early 1962, signed on front by John lennon, 
Paul McCartney and george harrison and 
twice on the reverse side by Pete best. To date 
this is the only known signed 16 x 20 original 
photo signed by The beatles with Pete best. 
Pete left the group in August of 1962.

•	 A	set	of	The	Beatles	autographs	on	two	album	
covers. First, The Beatles For Sale lP is signed 
by Paul McCartney and george harrison 
with a dedication on front cover signed in 
the 1990s. Second, A Hard Day’s Night lP 
is signed on the front by John lennon and 
Ringo Starr in 1965.
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•	 The	 Beatles	 set	 of	 autographs	 obtained	 in	
February 1964, in new york at the Plaza 
hotel during their first weekend in America, 
accompanied by the original invitation for 
The beatles’ first press conference held in 
the baroque Room at the Plaza, where they 
received their gold record for “I Want To 
hold your hand.”

•	 Original	Beatles	memorabilia	tray	manufac-
tured in 1965, autographed by all four mem-
bers on separate occasions. John lennon’s 
autograph was obtained in 1975, Paul 
McCartney’s after his appearance on The 
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson in 1984, 
and george harrison’s and Ringo Starr’s 
were obtained later in the ’80s. The tray 
comes with full documentation of dates and 
how the signatures were obtained (below).

•	 The	Beatles	 set	 of	 autographs	 on	 a	 copy	 of	
The Beatles Monthly magazine. John and 
george have signed on front and Paul and 
Ringo on their respective picture pages. only 
a handful of these magazines were signed, 
especially by all four. The Beatles Monthly 
magazine was published from 1963-1970 by 
The beatles official Fan Club.

•	 The	 Beatles “I Want To hold your hand” 
(rejected) Capitol Records acetate. When 
Capitol pressed the first beatles song on their 
label, they missed several seconds of the song 
in the middle and had to remove the label 
and reject it. They turned the acetate over for 
the next single in line for manufacturing. In 
my research, I have never seen an “I Want 
To hold your hand” acetate like this, which 
leads me to believe that it is the only one.

•	 A	Beatles	fan’s	autograph	book	signed	nicely	
by all four beatles. The signatures were 
obtained in early 1963.

•	 A	 complete	 set	 of	 posters	 from	1968,	 illus-
trated by artist/photographer Richard 
Avedon, featuring all four beatles pictured 
individually, and one group poster. These 
could only be purchased through Look maga-
zine in 1968. As the years have gone by, these 
sets have become quite collectible (below).

•	 Original	 1963	 Cavern	 Club	 membership	
book autographed inside by all four beatles, 
and additionally by the group The hollies, 
including graham nash.

•	 A	black	 and	white	 8	 x	 10	photo	of	 all	 four	
beatles pictured in the bahamas during the 
filming of Help!. The photo has been signed 
by each beatle. Accompanying the photo are 
signatures of director Richard lester and the 
main cast members from the film. 

•	 Very	rare	set	of	four	post-Beatle	promotional 
Apple 8 x 10 photographs autographed by 
each of The beatles and dedicated to a Capitol 
Records employee in 1971. They were signed 
less than a year after The beatles’ break up 
in 1970. This is the only known set of signed 
pictures of this kind to have surfaced.

•	 Original	Pan	American	Airlines	photo	pic-
turing all four beatles at the airport arrival 
press conference. The photo has been auto-
graphed by John lennon, Paul McCartney, 
and Ringo Starr, signed on February 8, 
1964, during their photo session in Central 
Park. george was taken ill after their arrival 
and did not make the session, as he was in 
their hotel being seen by a doctor. A Pan 
American Airlines luggage ticket, auto-
graphed by george harrison in los Angeles 
later in 1964, is included in this set (below).
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•	 A	post	production	script	from	July	1965	for	
the beatles second film titled Help!.

•	 A	 collection	 of	 original	 Dezo	 Hoffman	
photos from The beatles’ first U.S. visit in 
February 1964. dezo’s photography stamp is 
placed on the reverse side of each photo.

•	 The	 Beatles	 articles	 and	 clippings	 from	
Mersey Beat magazine and english newspa-
pers from 1962-1963. They have been placed 
in a scrapbook. Inside the book, on their 
respective bio pages, are the signatures of all 
four beatles. Paul McCartney additionally 
signed again on the inside front page of the 
scrapbook.

•	 The	Beatles	United	Kingdom	pressing	of	the	
album titled The Beatles For Sale signed by 
all four beatles on their front cover picture. 
Signatures are from 1965. 

•	 A	page	autographed	by	all	four	Beatles	dur-
ing their final United States tour in August 
1966. The signatures were obtained at Capitol 
Records in los Angeles and were signed for 
an eMI record company employee at a gath-
ering held for The beatles. 

•	 Paul	 McCartney	 and	 Ringo	 Starr	 auto-
graphed Wembley Stadium concert pro-
gram from 1975, featuring elton John as 
the headliner and including The eagles, Joe 
Walsh, and The beach boys. Paul and Ringo 
attended. Paul additionally wrote, “and the 
boogaloos” (relating to Ringo’s hit song, 
“back off boogaloo”), and Ringo has writ-
ten, “and his Wings” which was Paul’s group 

at the time. It is quite rare getting any of the 
beatles together after their break up in 1970.

•	 The	 Beatles	 first	 United	 Kingdom	 pressing	
of the album titled Please Please Me, auto-
graphed by all four beatles on the reverse 
side. Signatures are from late 1963 (below).

•	 Original	 photo	proofs	 of	 John	Lennon	and	
Paul McCartney at the airport in new york 
to launch Apple Records in May 1968.

•	 original photo proof slides of The beatles per-
forming their very first U.S. concert in February 
1964 at Washington Coliseum in dC.

•	 Original	photo	slide	sheet	of	The	Beatles	on	
the Shindig Tv show in 1964.

•	 Private	 Screening	 invitation	 to	 Dell	 Books	
for the movie Help! on August 18, 1965.

•	 Original	 United	 Artist	 documents	 relating	
to in-house correspondence, premiere pass, 
and publicity news, etc. for the movie Help! 

•	 Original	 United	 Artist	 documents	 with	
notations relating to in-house correspon-
dence and publicity news, etc. for the movie 
A Hard Day’s Night. 

•	 Beatles	photos	from	1967,	signed	by	photog-
rapher Philip Townsend.

•	 Albert	Marion	original	11	x	14	photo	of	The	
beatles on backer board. In their first photo 
session in 1961, John, Paul, george and 
drummer, Pete best, wore leather jackets.

•	 Leon	 Russell’s	 self-titled	 debut	 album,	
signed by george harrison, Ringo Starr, eric 
Clapton, The Rolling Stones’ bill Wyman 
and Charlie Watts, leon Russell himself, and 
all of the people to whom leon dedicated 
his album. It took many years to collect all 
of these signatures on this album. All signa-
tures were obtained by the late larry lent, 
who in the 1960s and 1970s compiled a mas-
sive collection of in-person signatures in the 
field of rock & roll and pop. Some signatures 
are inscribed to larry.
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t h e  B e A t L e s  F e A t U R e  I t e m s 

a coMplEtE sEt oF thE bEatlEs oWnEd and Worn clothinG 

Paul McCartney’s 1963 dark blue, collar-

less performance jacket accompanied by 

an autograph page from McCartney to the 

chauffeur’s daughter, estelle. Paul left the jacket in the 

car with the chauffeur on arrival in bournemouth. 

The letter of the jacket’s history is featured below.

John lennon’s personally owned two-piece tweed suit 

from 1965. This suit was made by douglas Millings 

with their nametag attached and on the inside pocket 

the white company tag is hand-printed “Beatle John”. 

The suit was donated by John 

to Madame Tussaud’s Wax 

Museum in london in the 

1960s. 
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a coMplEtE sEt oF thE bEatlEs oWnEd and Worn clothinG (continued)

george harrison’s owned and worn two piece pin striped suit. 

The manufacture label inside the jacket reads: lord John 

of Carnaby Street, Made in Italy. This suit was donated by 

george to london’s Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum and 

used for the fifth version of The beatles wax figure dis-

play in 1968.

R ingo Starr’s owned and worn blue velour jacket. The manufac-

ture label inside the jacket reads: lord John of Carnaby Street, 

Made in england. This jacket was donated by Ringo to london’s 

Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum and used for the fifth version of The 

beatles wax figure display in 1968. Some of the buttons are now missing.

Ringo Starr’s jacket on his wax 
figure at London’s Madame 
Tussaud’s Museum in 1968

George Harrison’s suit on his wax figure 
at London’s Madame Tussaud’s Museum 

in 1968
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thE bEatlEs last concErt on auGust 29, 1966 at candlEsticK 
parK in san Francisco

on August 29, 1966, The beatles played their final concert in San 

Francisco’s Candlestick Park. on this day, The beatles auto-

graphed an official national league baseball for an employee 

who worked at the park. This employee later gave the signed baseball to his 

sister as a consolation gift because he was unable to get her a ticket to the 

concert. At the time, she did not know the value of what was presented to 

her, and did not know she possessed what is now known as one of the rarest 

beatles artifacts in the history of their very last concert performance. This 

collection of items includes the ticket stub and a program from the concert, 

original newspaper pages, and The	Beatles	at	Candlestick	Park	1966	limited 

edition signed lithograph by the artist Wes Wilson, with a great letter from 

the recipient sharing his story. on August 14, 2014, Candlestick Park had its 

final event. Fittingly, it was a Paul McCartney concert. The stadium has since 

been torn down, which makes the baseball and the extra items a historical 

reminder of the park’s history. 
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